Tim Gardner

The natural world is a haunting
presence in the evocative watercolors of
this young Canadian Artist
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One hundred and fifty years ago, the artists and writers of the
Romantic era regarded the natural world with a kind of brooding
reverence. “That idea of nature doesn’t exist anymore,” says
Canadian painter Tim Gardner. “Today the landscape is managed
all over the planet. Anything sublime is technological.” But even if
every square inch of Earth can now be surveyed on a computer, the
tension between man and the environment remains firmly in place.
At first glance, Gardner’s scenes of what might be described as
people at the brink of the wilderness—a lone tourist contemplating
a picturesque landscape is a common theme—appear to fit neatly
alongside the banalist tableaux of such photographers as Andreas
Gursky and Nan Goldin. But his choice of medium, watercolor
on paper, and his soft, painterly execution make the work more
intriguing and intimate than a photograph’s neutral testimony.
Gardner was raised in the university town of Waterloo, Ontario,
and spent summers with his family in the glorious Canadian
Rockies, where his geographer father did fieldwork. He grew up
awed by the wild, but he was keenly aware of how domesticated
it had become. An important influence was the Group of Seven,
a circle of Canadian artists who, in the 1920s, helped publicize
the beauty of the western mountain landscape, in part to promote
tourism there.
“I love the idea of trying to connect with nature but having
something in the way, a window or a guardrail,” Gardner says.
While his early source material included photographs taken
by other people, primarily his brothers, he now shoots his own
subjects, virtually all strangers. “Usually it’s someone kind of like
me,” he says, “wandering around nature and wondering how to
be part of it.” That’s an enduring problem, one that has provided
Gardner with fertile ground.
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When it comes to visions of a family dream home, certain essentials seem to be universal to the
genre. A safe and welcoming environment for children? Naturally. Happy common areas for family relaxation and divertissements? Of course. Comfortable places to receive friends and relatives?
Check.
To complete their picture of domestic bliss, Lynn Harris, an executive vice president of production
at Warner Bros., and her husband, Matti Leshem, founder and CEO of the branding company
Protagonist, had two additional requirements—neither of which involved such typical Hollywood
demands as an infinity-edge pool or a Pilates studio.
“The house had to be big enough to host a Passover Seder for at least 60 people,” Leshem says.
“That’s a lot of matzo balls!”
“And don’t forget the dogs,” adds Harris, referring to their lovable albeit occasionally unruly Weimaraners, Hank and Coco. “It’s all about our dogs. If they’re content, so are we.”
The couple found the raw material to fulfill their dream in a classic midcentury post-and-beam
house in Studio City, a short distance from Laurel Canyon, the bohemian mecca immortalized by
Joni Mitchell. Architect Maynard Woodard, a former set designer for MGM, Warner Bros., and
RKO, built it for himself in 1951 while working at Welton Becket & Assoc., the venerable firm
that would go on to design such Los Angeles landmarks as the Capitol Records Building and the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion. Neighborhood lore has it that renowned California architect Cliff
May—the reputed originator of the ranch-style house—also briefly lived in Woodard’s home.

THE DESIGNERS DREAM
A SIMPLE REHAB TURNS INTO A FULL – SCALE RENOVATION WHEN
A HOLLYWOOD POWER COUPLE FALLS IN LOVE WITH A MIDCENTURY CLASSIC
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Despite its excellent pedigree, the house, like so many of its contemporaries, had suffered over the
years from a series of unsympathetic renovations, its integrity lost in the shifting tides of taste. “It
looked like no one had loved it in a very long time,” Harris says. “There were shutters everywhere,
so it felt bizarrely dark and cramped—the exact opposite of what it was intended to be. Plus, there
were awful details like stucco walls, mirrored walls, even a mirrored wet bar. That might sound cool
in a hip, nostalgic kind of way, but trust me, it wasn’t!”
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